
TRADE SECRETS

PASTEL COLORS — Calming 
Color Trend for Serene Spaces
From mid-century inspired pale yellows 
and mint greens to shades of white and 
pastel pinks and blues, color is quieter and 
more subdued in home décor this year. 
Seen as an antidote to our sensory and 
information overloaded lives, several major 
paint companies, including Benjamin 
Moore, Behr, Sherwin-Williams and Glid-
den, picked shades of white.

Color as a path to mindfulness may 
sound like new-age stuff but the concept is 
credible given the plethora of soft-shaded 
appliances that debuted at the 2016 KBIS. 
This obvious shift to softer, calmer colors, 

KITCHEN STYLE 2016: 
COLOR, PERSONALIZATION AND STEALTH WEALTH 

including gray, is satisfying a collective 
urge for visual quietness in one’s living 
space. Pantone, the global color authority, 
named the pastel duo Rose Quartz and 
Serenity Blue as the 2016 Colors of the Year. 

Several luxury appliance manufacturers 
interpreted those colors in new collections 
such as BlueStar’s 48" Platinum Range in 
Serenity Blue with Rose Quartz handles. 
SMEG launched a line of retro appliances 
in pastels and La Cornue, a French manu-
facturer of handcrafted ranges, launched 
the Suzanne Kasler Couleur Collection in 
soft shades, including its show-stopping 
range in Liberte, a happy pink. 

Kitchens are showing their true colors as more personality peeks through with restrained styles that opt for function over flash 

and a nod to the past. These latest looks steal the spotlight from their predecessor, the kitchen “showoff,” according to the latest 

research from the National Kitchen and Bath Association (NKBA) in its 2016 Design Trends Report. I recently returned from the 

annual Kitchen and Bath Industry Show (KBIS), held this year in Las Vegas, where the latest launches and innovations sync up 

with current consumer tastes to set the course of kitchen style. Here’s a look at the top trends for 2016.

by Karen LeBlanc

The New American  
Home 2016
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STEALTH WEALTH —  
Swapping Flash for Understated Functional
Showoff spaces synonymous with affluent lifestyles are falling 
out of favor for more understated looks. The concept of “stealth 
wealth” is defining luxury kitchen design by choosing function 
over flash. To achieve this understated aesthetic, think handle-
less, seamless cabinets and built-in, cabinet-depth refrigerators 
and freezers in flush installations that disappear into the wall.

The NKBA 2016 Design Trends Report notes there are “fewer 
trophy kitchens with emphasis on quality of material rather 
than showiness. Less flash, more function.” Poggenpohl Kitchen 
designed a great example of this concept in collaboration with 
Studio F.A. Porsche. The P'7350 kitchen features handle-less, 
seamlessly integrated Gaggenau appliances clad in Silestone 
and brilliantly engineered mitered cabinetry eliminating gaps 
between the doors. 

faucets in dual finishes embody this trend. One example is the 
Artona faucet by Blanco that comes in six dual finishes includ-
ing anthracite and stainless, café brown, white, metallic gray, 
truffle and cinders.

Winner of 2016 NKBA Design Competition, First Place in Medium Kitchen 
Category by Emily Miller, CKD, Kitchen and Bath Concepts of Pittsburgh. 
This kitchen is a great example of the “stealth wealth” style concept with its 
monolithic, high-gloss metallic painted walls and cabinetry and high-gloss 
exotic veneer bowed floating hood.

Winner of the 2016 NKBA Kitchen Design Award in the Budget Friendly 
Kitchen Category, by Cheryl Kees Clendenon of In Detail Interiors.

MIXED MATERIALS —  
Cabinets, Countertops and Faucets Combine 
Colors and Finishes
Kitchen cabinets, countertops, faucets, fixtures and fittings are 
mixing in dual finishes and colors to create visual interest in 
today’s kitchens. The NKBA notes, “Homeowners are more 
comfortable with bolder colors and mixing and matching colors, 
textures and finishes.” The latest kitchen cabinetry is done up in 
two or more cabinet colors/finishes often in a light/dark combo. 

Countertop materials and colors also mix with one material 
for the island and another material for the perimeter. At KBIS, 

PERSONALIZATION —  
Kitchens Express Personality with Color
Color is the ultimate expression of personality and today’s 
kitchens are full of authentic expression with custom-colored 
appliances and design elements. NKBA notes in its 2016 Design 
Trends Report that homeowners want meaningful, individual-
ized features for lifestyle enjoyment rather than future resale. 

Millennials are huge devotees of this design ethos. “They 
want to be able to personalize the space by putting their stamp 
on it. Every room looks different yet tied together with a distinc-
tive style using a lot of colors,” says Kliff Andrews, president of 
Pardee Homes Las Vegas. Kliff built two millennial prototype 
homes based on new research on millennial homebuyers.

Appliance manufacturers are responding to consumer desire 
for personal expression with custom color options. BlueStar is 
one of several appliance manufacturers offering custom color 
options with its ranges and refrigerators. BlueStar has its own 
powder coating company, providing more than 750 colors and 
custom trim packages to personalize a statement kitchen.
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RETRO-STYLED KITCHENS —  
A Modern Technology Meets Vintage Style
I’m also witnessing the rise of the retro-styled kitchen. At KBIS, 
vintage appliances with modern technology made a strong 
showing, capturing the hearts of consumers and imaginations of 
designers with their nostalgic charm. Appliance manufacturers, 
including Big Chill, Elmira Stove Works and AGA Cast Iron 
Ranges, are embracing this kitchen nostalgia with ovens, ranges, 
refrigerators and freezers that revive silhouettes from the past 
in punchy colors that are powered with the latest features.

EASY ACCESS —  
Today’s Kitchen Brings Everything Within Reach 
No more reaching into the deep recesses of corner cabinets or 
stretching overhead for out-of-reach upper cabinets, the gold 
standard of good kitchen design is easy access. At KBIS, manu-
facturers launched cabinetry features to make pots, pans, spices 
and appliances much more accessible with ergonomic cabinetry 
doors that lift up with cabinetry pullouts, tilt-outs and tilt-ins. 
Other popular features include microwave drawers installed 
under the counter to save valuable counter space and provide 
easy access during food prep. These little details of thoughtful 
design make a big difference in daily life. 

PET-FRIENDLY KITCHENS —  
Four-Legged Friends Find Amenities
The family pet participates in the social heart of the home in 
kitchens that provide feeding stations, sleeping coves and pet 
food storage. According to NKBA, the most requested pet 
amenities are pull-out drawers for feeding stations and pet food 
storage, followed by built-in beds and crates. Some of the pet-
friendly features I’m seeing include cabinets designed with dog 
food and water bowls that are disguised in the baseboard with a 
spring release door panel, as well as dog bowl shelves between 
two tall pantries and dog gates with custom pocket doors.

Second place winner, 2016 NKBA  
Design Awards Small Kitchen Category, 
by Diane Foreman, CKD, CBD of  
Neil Kelly Company.

The designer placed a micro convection 
oven under the counter, freeing valuable 
counter space between two critical 
work areas. The cabinet space was  
filled with high efficiency point-of-use 
storage: blind corner pullout baskets, 
filler pullouts to store spices, pullout 
pantry and wineglass storage. 

Pet Project Winner of 2016 NKBA Kitchen Design Award Large Kitchen 
second place by Robin R. Fisher, CMKBD, Robin Rigby Fisher Design

In order to serve the clients’ pets that have three different eating styles, 
three separate feeding stations were installed throughout the kitchen.

MASTER BATH COFFEE SUITES —  
Brew Convenience in Luxury Homes
The bathroom takes on the role of a barista as new home designs 
bring coffee conveniences into the master bedroom and guest 
suites. In my tour of The New American Home 2016 (TNAH), 
the official show home of the International Builders Show held 
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in Las Vegas this year, I noticed the master 
bedroom and the guest suite are outfitted 
with these coffee stations. 

“It’s a trend that you are seeing in cus-
tom homes. It’s a nice touch to offer your 
guests a completely secluded, private 
experience with all the amenities,” says 
Elma Gardner, interior designer and 
kitchen designer, TNAH. In addition to 
coffee centers, luxury bathrooms offer 
kitchenette amenities including micro-
wave drawers, under counter refrigerators 
and warming drawers.

I’ll wrap up my kitchen style report with 
this parting thought — The modern-day 
kitchen is no longer aspirational (that 
optic-white, tricked out chef’s kitchen 
popularized on cooking shows) but rather 
practical and very personal to accommo-
date the way we actually live rather than 
some unattainable ideal we thought that 
we wanted. My advice is to use these 
trends as a spring board to formulate a 
kitchen design that works with your life-
style and speaks to your tastes. 

Karen LeBlanc is host  
of The Design Tourist  
series. She travels the  
globe attending some of  
the world’s premiere  
design events in search  
of the latest trends,  
tastemakers and unique  
finds. Learn more at  
thedesigntourist.com. 
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